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UK XFEL as a driver of new physics and photonics
• Basic science
• New measurement methods
• Fundamental physics experiments and tests

New discoveries and
frontiers

Examples of science questions:
•
•
•
•
•

Electronic quantum coherence in photo-excitation of matter?
Electron-nuclear coupling and conical intersections in chemical reactions?
Dynamical mechanisms for radiation damage in biomolecules?
Conformational pathways that control the function of molecular machines?
Use X-rays to detect dark matter and test fundamental physics?

Active UK research area

3.1 Frontiers in ultrafast chemical physics
Powerful non-linear optical techniques implemented in the X-ray
regime will enable dynamic probing of electronic properties and
how they couple to molecular structure
DNA radiation damage

XFEL requirements: high rep rate, high pulse energy, sub-fs duration, multipulse
w/ configurable 𝜆 and polarisation state, commensurate detector technology

Determine flow of charge and energy across and
between molecules with sub-Ångström resolution and
atomic specificity
Chirality

3.2 New concepts in scattering
Concepts from quantum optics and new X-ray scattering physics
will circumvent the phase problem and provide new tools to
image dynamic processes
Structure is a key property of matter

Capture transient structure, electron dynamics, and
coherent transport phenomena, even in disordered or
fragile samples

Could XFELs solve the phase-problem in structure determination?

XFEL requirements: high rep rate, sub-fs duration, tunable energy, transform
limited pulses, high shot-to-shot reproducibility, detectors and optical systems

3.2 New concepts in scattering
Concepts from quantum optics and new X-ray scattering physics
will circumvent the phase problem and provide new tools to
image dynamic processes
Incoherent diffraction with element specificity

Capture transient structure, electron dynamics, and
coherent transport phenomena, even in disordered or
fragile samples

New scattering phenomena could detect coherences

XFEL requirements: high rep rate, sub-fs duration, tunable energy, transform
limited pulses, high shot-to-shot reproducibility, detectors and optical systems

3.3 Attosecond science and non-linear X-ray spectroscopy
XFELs surpass HHG as a source of attosecond pulses, opening
opportunities for attosecond domain pump-probe measurements
and non-linear X-ray spectroscopy

The sub-fs (10-16 s) time-scale is essential for electron
dynamics that underpin light-harvesting and primary
events in photocatalysis

Current XFELs can surpass peak power by 8 orders of magnitude in isolated attosecond pulses compared to HHG

XFEL requirements: ≥ 2 colours, high rep rate, ~10 eV coherent bandwidth
across soft and hard X-rays. Synchronisation with external lasers systems

3.3 Attosecond science and non-linear X-ray spectroscopy
XFELs surpass HHG as a source of attosecond pulses, opening
opportunities for attosecond domain pump-probe measurements
and non-linear X-ray spectroscopy
Space time localized measurement of electronic coupling

XFEL requirements: ≥ 2 colours, high rep rate, ~10 eV coherent bandwidth
across soft and hard X-rays. Synchronisation with external lasers systems

The sub-fs (10-16 s) time-scale is essential for electron
dynamics that underpin light-harvesting and primary
events in photocatalysis
Charge migration

3.3 Attosecond science and non-linear X-ray spectroscopy
XFELs surpass HHG as a source of attosecond pulses, opening
opportunities for attosecond domain pump-probe measurements
and non-linear X-ray spectroscopy

The sub-fs (10-16 s) time-scale is essential for electron
dynamics that underpin light-harvesting and primary
events in photocatalysis

Transfer of non-linear optical spectroscopies to the X-ray spectral domain

XFEL requirements: ≥ 2 colours, high rep rate, ~10 eV coherent bandwidth
across soft and hard X-rays. Synchronisation with external lasers systems

3.4 Capturing conformational dynamics and rare states
Single-shot structure determination will capture transient
intermediates, dynamic and thermodynamic fluctuations,
mapping the full conformational space of macromolecules
Transitions between thermodynamic states

XFEL requirements: high rep rate, seeded at ~1 keV with high flux harmonics up
to 3 keV. Hard X-rays with shot-to-shot stability transformative. Sample delivery

Target function of enzymes, molecular machines,
solvent network dynamics, phase transitions, and
fluctuations/heterogeneity in functional materials
Rare structures (here tubular structure in virus PR772)

3.6 High brightness relativistic electron beam science
The monoenergetic relativistic electron beams with low emittance
power XFELs and can be exploited directly for new research

Plasma wakefield acceleration (PWFA) could boost the
future capacity of an UK XFEL and provide a valuable
gamma source for nuclear science / industry

Plasma photocathode based PWFA and potential beam brightness boost

3.6 High brightness relativistic electron beam science
The monoenergetic relativistic electron beams with low emittance
power XFELs and can be exploited directly for new research

Inverse Compton scattering Gamma source

Plasma wakefield acceleration (PWFA) could boost the
future capacity of an UK XFEL and provide a valuable
gamma source for nuclear science / industry
Nuclear photonics: Giant Dipole Resonance in 238U
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Summary
1.
2.
3.
4.

Molecular science: temporal, spatial and energetic resolution (see ‘everything’)
Thermodynamic processes: no averaging, rare states, and transitions between states
Powerful new methods for determining structure
New physics (nuclear photonics, nonlinear spectroscopy, scattering phenomena)

